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Abstract
The data economy depends on digital infrastructure produced in self-managed projects 
and communities. To understand how information technology (IT) firms communicate to 
a volunteer workforce, we examine IT firm and foundation employee discourses about 
open source. We posit that organizations employ rhetorical strategies to advocate for 
or resist changing the meaning of this institution. Our analysis of discourses collected at 
three open source professional conferences in 2019 is complemented by computational 
methods, which generate semantic clusters from presentation summaries. In terms of 
defining digital infrastructure, business models, and the firm-community relationship, 
we find a clear division between the discourses of large firm and consortia foundation 
employees, on one hand, and small firm and non-profit foundation employees, on the 
other. These divisions reflect these entities’ roles in the data economy and levels of 
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concern about predatory “Big Tech” practices, which transform common goods to be 
shared into proprietary assets to be sold.

Keywords
Digital infrastructure, institutions, open source software, organizational 
communication, voluntary labor, volunteers

Introduction

Free, libre and open source software (FLOSS) emerged in the 1990s as a social move-
ment in which participants mobilized against the practices of proprietary software pub-
lishers. This social movement comprised new forms of organization, such as self-governed 
projects coordinating the work of remote developers, and new types of resources whose 
open status was protected by “copyleft” licenses such as the General Public License 
(GPL). The free software movement also challenged the values and discourses conveyed 
by proprietary software vendors and disseminated new values and discourses, centered 
around the preservation of software commons. The purpose of the free software move-
ment was to promote “the global use of free software with the goal of eliminating propri-
etary software” (Elliott and Scacchi, 2008: 5). A famous article by Eric Raymond (1999) 
announced a significant change. The opposition it drew between a top-down and well-
organized model of development (“the cathedral”), and a messy, rambunctious market-
place of ideas (“the bazaar”) was not outlined in terms of the ethical significance of 
freely sharing code: what mattered was that massive numbers of programmers could 
openly collaborate (Couture, 2021). As is well known, this re-imagining of free software 
in terms of technological efficiency was given the more business-friendly name “open 
source,” and from then on a “commercial form” of FLOSS progressively grew closer to 
the market sphere, while a “community form” stayed true to the movement’s original 
values (Coris, 2006).

In the wake of IBM’s investment in Linux in the late 1990s1 and of Google’s integra-
tion of Linux into its Android OS in 2008, FLOSS, though still largely produced by dis-
tributed teams of volunteers, was integrated into the IT (Information Technology) firm 
ecosystem. Dominant firms embraced open source discourses, values, and practices. 
Microsoft, which once viewed Linux as a serious threat to its business model, exempli-
fies this trend.2 IT firms invested in open source for several reasons: engaging with 
FLOSS is a source of legitimacy and contributes to their Human Resources strategy, as 
in the highly competitive skilled IT professional job market it attracts prospective 
employees; thanks to coordination by foundations, firms can share development costs 
with other firms; finally firm investment may also lead to shaping the governance and 
technical orientation of software projects and products.

Relationships with other firms follows a “coopetition” model (Nguyen-Duc et al., 
2019) as firms cooperate to develop open digital infrastructures to reduce costs, but com-
pete when it comes to leveraging data. Following hardware in the 1980s, and software in 
the 2000s, data are now a key strategic asset. The data market is controlled by Web giants 
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including Meta, Google, and Amazon, or by IT firms such as Microsoft, which has 
acquired Skype, LinkedIn, and GitHub. So-called cloud computing was introduced in 
2006 (Amazon, 2006), and the data market is now dependent on distributed servers and 
business solutions enabling high-volume data storage and analysis. These services are 
provided as closed solutions, contradicting the open source social movement’s values of 
sharing and transparency. Firm discourses about open source software will doubtless 
contain manifestations of this contradiction, but what form do these discourses take? 
Who says what, and where?

This article examines the discourses mobilized by IT firm and foundation employees 
when discussing open source software during three trade conferences. The first purpose 
of firm discourses is practical. Like any business, IT firms need to communicate their 
requirements to their workforce, but these firms must contend with a unique predica-
ment: they do not only rely on paid employees, who are beholden to professional stand-
ards by contracts. In FLOSS projects volunteers play important roles, which raises 
operational and communication challenges. Volunteers may decide from one day to the 
next that they no longer wish to contribute to a project and leave. Other volunteers may 
step in to continue their work but (absent a handover) this could prove disruptive. This 
unusual characteristic of IT firms explains why open source conferences operate as privi-
leged sites for firm-volunteer communication. We surmise that there are significant dif-
ferences between conference populations, which are reflected in the types of discourses 
which emerge from these locations, and our first two research questions are as follows:

RQ1. To what extent does the population of attendees vary between different open 
source conferences?

RQ2. To what extent do IT firm and foundation discourses about FLOSS vary between 
different open source conferences?

In addition to the practical purpose of communicating to a volunteer workforce, dis-
courses produced by IT firm and foundation employees during open source professional 
conferences can also be understood as a means to advance firm and foundation concep-
tions of what FLOSS is, and of how firms or foundations should relate to it. We under-
stand these rhetorical strategies as the institutional use of language in a professional 
context (Suddaby and Greenwood, 2005): these discourses seek to shape the perceptions 
held by software developers, other IT firms, and industrial clients who rely on IT prod-
ucts regarding which elements of the open source “institution” (e.g. system of norms, 
beliefs, attitudes, and practices) are legitimate. From a neo-institutionalist perspective, 
the attempt to shape perceptions is defined as “institutional work,” and our third and 
fourth research questions focus on this aspect:

RQ3. To what extent do IT firm and foundation employee discourses about and toward 
FLOSS projects vary and constitute distinct forms of institutional work?

RQ4. What form do these rhetorical strategies take?
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To address these practical and institutional dimensions, we conduct a qualitative analy-
sis of 155 presentations at three open source conferences (data were acquired in person 
in two sites and by video analysis in the third) as well as a quantitative semantic-
clustering analysis of 1087 presentation summaries collected from two conference 
websites. We focus on presentations by employees of IT firms and foundations. In the 
United States, there are two main types of software foundations: 501(c)(3) such as the 
GNOME or Apache Foundations are non-profits charities committed to the public 
good; 501(c)(6) such as the Linux Foundation are commercial, representing the inter-
ests of industrial consortia. To simplify, we refer to 501(c)(3) as “non-profit” and to 
501(c)(6) as “consortia.”

The article is organized as follows: we first review the literature on the use of open 
source software by firms and on communication between firms and projects, then outline 
our neo-institutionalist theoretical framework. We next present our data collection and 
analytical methods. We separate our qualitative and quantitative findings in two parts, 
addressing first firm employees’ presence at conferences, then firm and foundation 
employee discourses. We find a clear division between how employees of large IT firms 
(and consortia foundations) and small IT firms (and non-profit foundations) communi-
cate about open source. We then discuss the implications of our findings and offer con-
cluding remarks.

Background: firm-project communication

Firms and open source software

The literature about this topic is extensive, so we summarize three relevant dimensions: 
integrating factors, modalities of firm engagement, and firms and open source 
conferences.

A significant internal integrating factor is that the FLOSS movement’s opposition to 
proprietary software and intellectual property rights is “recursive” (Kelty, 2008): it pri-
marily aims to consolidate and grow the material conditions for the survival of the soft-
ware infrastructure. To neutralize the disruptive potential of free software, firms provided 
access to code through “open” licenses, thereby ensuring participants would continue to 
build their environments, irrespective of whether contributions had commercial or com-
munal purposes (O’Neil et al., 2021b). External integrating factors include mediating 
entities such as the Linux Foundation, online platforms such as GitHub, which enables 
large-scale collaborative development, and Stack Overflow, which has become a key 
resource for mentoring and advice.

Firm involvement in open source has been examined in terms of its impact on the 
labor market (Dafermos and Söderberg, 2009), of ownership of projects (Gonzalez-
Barahona and Robles, 2013), of which project areas firm employees most contribute to 
(Butler et al., 2019) and of how dominant firms have created non-overlapping “contribu-
tion territories” on GitHub (O’Neil et al., 2022). None of these studies address firm com-
munications during conferences.

Coleman (2010) conducted a classic study of “the hacker conference” as a site where 
members of a FLOSS project ritually celebrate the “re-enchantment of the quotidian,” 
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but firms did not feature prominently in this narrative. Munir et al. (2018) found that 
Sony Mobile’s Tools department discussed large features directly with the community at 
“hackathons,” spaces where firms engage with participants to progress code develop-
ment. In-person meetings were preferred over electronic options such as mailing lists and 
issue trackers because time differences resulted in discussion lags (Munir et al., 2018). 
Apart from hackathons, to the best of our knowledge, there are no other scientific studies 
of firm discourses during open source events.

Firm discourses and institutional work

The sociological branch of neo-institutionalism originates in work by Meyer and Rowan 
(1977), Meyer and Scott (1983) and Di Maggio and Powell (1983). For neo-institution-
alists, actions and decisions taken within organizations are guided by the search for 
social legitimacy. Legitimacy is “a generalized perception or assumption that the actions 
of an entity are desirable, proper, or appropriate within ‘institutions’” (Scott, 1995). 
Institutions are, socially constructed assemblages of values and beliefs, formal, and 
informal rules, “symbolic systems through which [people] categorize their activity and 
infuse it with meaning” (Friedland and Alford, 1991: 232).

Institutions not only provide a framework for the beliefs and actions of actors, but also 
feature contradictions likely to be challenged by these actors, and thus, lead to institu-
tional change (Emirbayer and Mische, 1998). The notions of “institutional entrepre-
neurs” actively engaged in transforming institutions (Fligstein, 1997; Maguire et al., 
2004; Oliver, 1991) and of “institutional work,” defined as “the broad category of purpo-
sive action aimed at creating, maintaining, and disrupting institutions and businesses” 
(Lawrence and Suddaby, 2006: 216) suggest that institutional change is driven by strate-
gic interests (Lawrence et al., 2010). Sahlin and Wedlin (2008) highlight the agentic, 
collective, and contested character of these transformation processes. Actors provide dif-
ferent “common meanings and identities” to justify their strategic actions (Fligstein, 
1997: 398), using contradictions in institutions to induce transformations that further 
their interests.

To assert the legitimacy of their proposals for change and to secure shifts in institu-
tions, individuals, and organizations may make a “strategic use of persuasive language 
or rhetoric” (Suddaby and Greenwood, 2005). Organizational discursive legitimation 
strategies have been analyzed during unit shutdowns (Vaara and Tienari, 2008), cross-
border mergers (Vaara and Tienari, 2011) or during the introduction of a contested issue 
such as shareholder value (Meyer and Höllerer, 2010). In this article, we analyze firm 
rhetorical strategies as a type of institutional work seeking to affect the open source insti-
tution. We define this institution as a set of principles, values and practices which 
includes, among other features: decentralizing goal setting and execution to networks of 
individuals, collective decision-making, and the use of open licenses to guarantee trans-
parency, sharing, and non-appropriation. What types of discourse are being produced 
within the open source industrial ecosystem? What types of actors are involved, and 
what do their discourses tell us about their institutional work? And finally, what impact 
is this institutional work seeking to have on the principles, values, and practices of the 
open source institution?
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Methodology

Selection of sites

We analyze talks and presentations at three European open source conferences held in 
2019: the Free and Open Source Software Developers’ Meeting (FOSDEM, Brussels, 
Belgium, 2–3 February);3 the Open Source Summit Europe (OSSE, Lyon, France, 28–30 
October);4 and the Paris Open Source Summit (POSS, Paris, France, 10–11 December).5 
The three conferences share common features: large IT companies were the main spon-
sors at two events.6 Some speakers, including well-known technology “evangelists” have 
attended for several years, and it is not uncommon for developers and firm employees to 
participate in all three events. Yet these conferences also represent distinct professional 
worldviews: FOSDEM19, an international community event held on the campus of the 
Université Libre de Bruxelles, was developer-centric and managed by volunteers. OSSE 
2019, an international corporate event, was organized by the Linux Foundation, the 
world’s leading consortia foundation (Biddle, 2019), to promote commercially-oriented 
open source technology. Finally POSS, a European/French business event held in a mod-
erately size conference center outside Paris, mainly featured smaller European IT firms.

Our original intention was for teams of three researchers to attend OSSE19, POSS19, 
and FOSDEM20 in person, recording presentations and taking field notes. However, this 
plan was adversely affected by the national strikes against pension reform that paralyzed 
France between December 2019 and February 2020. We were unable to attend 
FOSDEM20 (held 1–2 February 2020) due to the unsettled transport situation.

Instead, we elected to collect and analyze presentations from the FOSDEM19 video 
archive of presentations. This mode of data gathering would not have been possible in the 
case of OSSE19 and POSS19: while keynotes are typically broadcast live online in all 
three sites, this was not the case for other kinds of presentations. Out of 350 keynotes and 
presentations at OSSE19 in Lyon, 80 were archived on YouTube; the number was even 
lower at POSS19 in Paris, which only documented 30 presentations out of 250. Conversely 
FOSDEM is designed to allow talks to be accessed remotely and asynchronously, so all 
740 speeches and talks from the 2019 edition were downloadable from the conference 
website. We now outline how we built our two conference discourse datasets.

Qualitative data. Dataset 1: 155 presentations in three conferences

After careful consideration of the conference programs, we selected keynotes, talks and 
workshops according to our main interest, the participation of firms in open source pro-
jects and the firm-volunteer community relationship, leading to a focus on management 
and organizational, rather than technical, presentations. On-site in Lyon and Paris, in 
addition to attending and recording presentations, we took pictures of presenters’ slides, 
we identified the topics covered and took notes about how they were addressed. We also 
collected some ethnographic data by documenting different kinds of behavior during and 
outside the talks. For example, we counted the number of attendees; we evaluated the 
capacity of rooms; and we recorded significant interactions between speakers and audi-
ences, such as interjections. We noted our observations by following a predetermined 
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template (categories included occupancy rate, proportion of women present, explicit 
mentions of the firm-project relationship, and themes covered). We spent time at firm 
booths, and a team member gave a presentation in Paris, enabling us to collect profes-
sional insights during the Q&A. Table 1 summarizes the collected data. Room capacity 
indicated which streams or speakers were deemed important by organizers, while 
speaker/audience interactions served to identify overt and latent conflicts and alle-
giances. We organized our notes and recordings in a database: rows included speakers, 
their profession and organizational affiliation, as well as notes about the presentation 
and/or audio/video recording.

We sorted the speakers according to the category of organization to which they 
belonged. To identify firms, we consulted online resources such as wikipedia.org and 
crunchbase.com, as well as the homepages and Twitter, GitHub, and Mastodon profiles 
of participants. We also queried firm websites and national or federal firm databases.7

In accordance with usual practice in qualitative data analysis in organizational studies 
(Gioia et al., 1994, 2012), as well as in neo-institutional studies (Gawer and Phillips, 
2013), we analyzed these data using open coding. Concepts emerged as first-order codes 
(e.g. “documentation”), which we systematically cross-checked with the category of 
organizations that mentioned them. This enabled connecting discourse first-order con-
cepts and employer types. Next, an iterative process of sorting and grouping generated a 
reduced number of second-order themes (e.g. “professionalization”). Second-order 
themes were finally sorted into three aggregated dimensions.

Quantitative data. Dataset 2: 1087 presentation summaries in two 
conferences

We used the rvest R web scraping package to collect professional affiliations and presen-
tation summaries of the OSSE19 and FOSDEM19 conferences. To categorize employer 
types, we used the same query methods as for Dataset 1. We created another database in 
which rows included the speaker’s name, their organization, their position, the title of 
their presentation, the type of presentation (keynote, workshop, talk), and its summary.

Table 1. Qualitative and quantitative data collection at three open source conferences.

OSS, Lyon POS, Paris FOS, Brussels

Keynotes/talks/workshops 350 400 740
Speaker/audience 
interactions

Yes Yes Yes

Collection method On-site recording On-site recording Online archives
Presentations collected by Research team Research team Event staff
Collection format Audio Audio Video
Annotations + verbatims  55  52  48
Additional interviews Booths + F2F Q&A (author talk) No
Summaries scraped from 
website

349 Not available 738
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The analysis of conference summaries was carried out using the iRamuteQ software, 
based on the Reinert method (Beaudouin, 2016; Van Meter et al., 1991). Starting from a 
text corpus, the software performs a detailed analysis of its vocabulary and constitutes a 
dictionary of words and their inflections (a process referred to in linguistics as lemmati-
zation), together with their frequency. By successive splits, it then divides the text into 
homogeneous segments containing a sufficient number of words, and classifies these 
segments on the basis of co-occurrence and distribution patterns. This method enables 
the extraction of clusters, constituted by the most statistically significant words and sen-
tences, representing the dominant ideas and themes or “lexical worlds” of the corpus 
(Schonhardt-Bailey et al., 2012).

Findings: employer categories

Employer categories: quantitative dataset

Employer categories show which type of actor engages in institutional work. Table 2 
(D2, N.1087) presents employer categories and their distribution in FOSDEM19 (FOS) 
and OSSE19 (OSS). The combined number of large and small firm employees is by far 
the largest component, in roughly similar proportions across events: 61% in FOSDEM19 
and 71.6% in OSSE19. However when it comes to the split between large and small 
firms within each event, there are clear variations.

Presenters at the community-oriented FOSDEM19, which took place in a public insti-
tution, comprised an equal number of large and small IT firm employees (around 30%). 

Table 2. Employer categories and distribution in two conferences (D2: quantitative dataset) 
and three conferences (D1: qualitative dataset).

D2, N.1087 D1, N.155

 N. FOS N. OSS % FOS % OSS N. %

IT-big Mainly “Big Tech” giants, e.g. 
Microsoft, Google, Amazon

219 171 29.7 49.0 45 29.0

bigUSR Firms using OS software in their 
products, e.g. car manufacturers

14 22 1.9 6.3 13 8.4

DEV Independent developers (or 
developers who chose not to 
identify as firm employees)

95 16 12.9 4.6 6 3.9

IT-small Less than 500 employees 231 79 31.3 22.6 43 27.7
EXP Experts, academics, lawyers, and 

hacktivists
78 28 10.6 8.0 17 11.0

FND3 501(c)(3) foundations (non-profit), 
e.g. GNOME Foundation

44 6 6.0 1.7 19 12.3

FND6 501(c)(6) foundations (industrial 
consortia), e.g. Linux Foundation

7 24 0.9 6.9 11 7.1

Other 50 3 6.8 0.9 1 0.6
Total 738 349  100  100 155  100
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In contrast presenters at the Linux Foundation’s OSSE19 were mainly large IT firm 
employees (49%) with small IT firm employees only numbering 22.6%. This accords 
with the event’s location, Lyon’s largest conference center, and with the Linux 
Foundation’s mission of acting as an interface between industrial and communal worlds.

The distribution of other types of speakers also differs between the conferences. In the 
case of independent developers (DEVs), 12.9% of FOSDEM19 speakers defined them-
selves as such, while OSSE19 only comprised 4.6%. There were twice as many presenta-
tions at FOSDEM19 (N:738) than OSSE19 (N:349) so the difference in the number of 
DEVs is significant: 95 individuals at FOSDEM19, against 16 at OSSE19. It is likely 
that this disparity is due to the greater physical presence of freelance developers at 
FOSDEM19, but also to the fact that some large firm employees may attend grassroots 
conferences under their own name, or as project representatives, not as employees. 
Similar differences concern employees of firms which purchase open source products 
(bigUSR)—1.9% at FOSDEM 19, 6.3% at OSSE19—as well as foundation representa-
tives. FOSDEM19 mainly featured presentations by employees or representatives of 
non-profit foundations: 6% (N:44) with only 0.9% (N:7) representatives of consortia 
foundations. OSSE19 mainly hosted representatives of consortia foundations: 6.9% 
(N:24), with only 1.7% (N:6) for non-profits.

Employer categories: qualitative dataset

Table 2 (D1, N.155) provides a breakdown of the employers of the authors of the presen-
tations we collected qualitatively (D1). Comparing the distribution of speakers in this 
smaller corpus with the larger dataset (D2) identified similarities, such as the proportion 
of small IT firms (IT-small, D1: 27.7%, D2: 29.1%) and experts (EXP, D1: 11%, D2: 
9.7%). We also found differences: there are slightly less large-firm employees (IT-big, 
D1: 29%, D2: 35.3%) and independent developers (DEV, D1: 3.9%, D2: 9.7%) in the 
smaller dataset. In the case of large firms, this could be because of the higher representa-
tion at POSS of small and medium firms. As for developers, their smaller number in the 
qualitative dataset—just like the higher proportion of foundation employees or repre-
sentatives (D1: 19.4%, D2: 7.6%)—stems from the fact that we mainly attended presen-
tations addressing the regulation of open source during the qualitative phase: foundations 
are by definition involved in such discussions, while developers were more likely to 
present during technical sessions.

Findings: firm discourses

Firm discourses: quantitative dataset

We sought to identify the types of discourse conveyed by the different categories of 
actors, to understand the type of institutional work they engage in. Basic content analysis 
of D2 (1087 presentations in two conferences) determined that certain employee catego-
ries predominantly used specific terms: small and large IT firm employees were the most 
frequent users of “data,” “platform,” and “infrastructure.” Only small IT firm employees 
referred to “funding,” and large IT firm employees were much more likely to refer to the 
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“cloud” than other categories. Non-profit foundation representatives were more likely to 
use “privacy” and “community” whereas consortia foundation spokespersons were the 
top users of “documentation” and “safety.” These findings show that employee dis-
courses accord with employer interests. We now present more detailed analysis using 
semantic cluster mapping.

Figure 1 shows a division between two lexical clusters. The red cluster (left) is used 
primarily by employees of non-profit and consortia foundations (31% of the total cor-
pus). It contains terms relating to the social and practical dimensions of open source, 
starting with organizational and regulatory principles (“open source,” “project,” “soft-
ware,” “license”). This lexicon includes ethical values (“collaboration,” “inclusion,” 
“diversity,” “commitment”). It also contains terms describing actors (“company,” “foun-
dation,” “team,” “contributors”).

A second lexicon, on the right side (gray, and pink/gold clusters), relates to technical 
objects, services and operations (69% of the total corpus). Included terms, which relate 
to cloud computing infrastructure and its open source components, are almost exclu-
sively used by people working for very large IT firms. The lexicon also describes 
“embedded computing”: the use of open source code in both industrial machinery and in 
IT-dependent consumer objects such as air conditioners, cars, connected toothbrushes, 
and so on. Finally, it contains terms used by small IT firm employees, independent devel-
opers and experts, which relate to a higher level in the open source technology and soft-
ware stack, for example, databases and programming languages (“python,” “java,” 
“rust,” “javascript”) as well as algorithms, search engines, and other software enabling 
the manipulation of large databases (“tensorflow,” “lucene,” “spark”) and operations 
performed on data (“query,” “collect,” “semantics,” “visualization”).

Figure 2, which “zooms in” on Figure 1’s regulation lexicon, has three main semantic 
clusters. First, an open source industry sub-lexicon (top left, 34% of the regulation lexi-
con), used by speakers whose employers are large IT companies and consortia founda-
tions. It could be described as paradigmatic, in that it contains terms that define key 
entities (“platform,” “foundation,” “consortium,” “client”), objects (“software,” 
“license,” “linux,” “certification”) and actions (“development,” “compliance,” “imple-
mentation,” “automate,” “embed,” “integration”) in the open source world. This open 
source industry sub-lexicon exemplifies the move toward professionalization, both as the 
hegemonic deployment of open source software throughout the IT industry, and as a 
“corporate” discourse now integrated by the FLOSS world, which had preserved its rela-
tive autonomy from commercial values and maintained its connection to communal val-
ues during the 1990s/2000s.

Next, a community/diversity sub-lexicon (bottom left, 44% of the regulation lexicon) 
contains elements describing work in firms and projects. It is mainly used by small IT 
firm employees and independent developers. This sub-lexicon relates to individual self-
fulfillment both in terms of success (“opportunity,” “foster,” “individual,” “hope”) and 
difficulties (“struggle,” “impostor syndrome,” “underrepresented,” “barrier”). This sub-
lexicon also comprises management terms (“challenge,” “team,” “organizational,” 
“Open Source Program Office”), which overlap with the social justice vocabulary which 
characterizes diversity policies (“inclusive,” “represent,” “woman,” “mentor”). This 
sub-lexicon is more concerned with the regulation of systemic power relations in the 
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corporate workplace than in open source projects. “Community” operates as a catch-all 
term, being equally applicable to designate corporate teams, project teams, and commu-
nities of users.

A third control/privacy sub-lexicon (right, 22% of the regulation lexicon) addresses 
issues such as Internet control, privacy, and the regulation of technological relations of 
power in society. This sub-lexicon is almost exclusively present in summaries written by 
people employed in non-profit foundations and small IT firms which produce decentral-
ized infrastructure and services, competing with the centralized infrastructure and data 
silos of large IT companies. It includes brand or service provider names: services situated 
furthest from the center, at the right of the graph, are specifically related to privacy and 
Internet control issues. Legal-political terminology is prevalent (“dominate,” “regulation,” 

Figure 1. Two major lexicons: regulation of OS (red, left of vertical axis), and technical 
objects and operations (left, gray, orange, purple).
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“consent,” “GDPR,” “freedom,” “government”).8 Basic technical terminology near the 
center of the graph, such as “data,” “network,” and “user,” is also present, as well as vocab-
ulary relating to personal data and their monetization (“federate,” “mobile,” “phone,” 
“server”). Finally, “FOSS / FLOSS” is used by non-profit foundations and small firms who 
criticize large IT firm monopolies and advocate for decentralized approaches. Part of the 
software mentioned in this group contains the term “Libre” (e.g. “libreoffice,” “libre-
hosters”). In contrast “open source” appears in the abovementioned open source industry 
sub-lexicon which describes large IT firm involvement in projects.

Figure 2 shows that the open source industry and community/diversity sub-lexicons 
which appear on either side of the horizontal axis on the left side of the graph stand in 
opposition to each other: speakers use one of these sub-lexicons, rarely both. However, 

Figure 2. The OS/community lexical universe is composed of three sub-lexicons: (1) open 
source (brown, top left), (2) community/diversity (gray, bottom left), and (3) control/privacy 
(red, right of vertical axis).
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the open source industry and community/diversity sub-lexicons enter into dialogue to 
some extent. They are aligned in relation to the vertical axis, share similar scores 
(between 0 and −2) and can be defined as forms of corporate discourse (the firm per-
spective on open source) and counter-discourse (individual career issues). In contrast, 
the control/privacy sub-lexicon on the right side, which obtains distinct scores (2–4), 
deals with the regulation of technology and data use, not internal firm dynamics.

In sum, our analysis of discourses in presentation summaries shows a significant link 
between these discourses and the presenters’ employers. Technical discourses are used 
by diverse speakers, with the exception of the “cloud,” solely used by large IT firm 
employees. Large corporations feature in open source regulatory discourses, either as the 
source of the professional and industrial definitions of open source terminology, or as the 
destination of critiques about project management and access to work. The distance and 
autonomy of the control/privacy sub-lexicon from the corporate open source industry 
and community/diversity sub-lexicons in Figure 2 suggests that the small IT firms and 
non-profit foundations which use it are adopting an oppositional position in regard to 
large IT firms.

Firm discourses: qualitative dataset

Our qualitative analyses confirm the existence of a division between the rhetorical strate-
gies of large IT firms and consortia foundation employees, on one hand, and those of 
small IT firms and non-profit foundation employees, on the other. We sorted discourses 
into three dimensions, each containing second-order themes: business models, the defini-
tion of digital infrastructure, and firm-community relations.

Business models. The second-order themes of the business model dimension are rev-
enue models, development cost reduction, software developer payment and the open 
source ecosystem’s sustainability. According to large IT firm employees, there is no 
“open source business model,” no means of generating revenue from the develop-
ment of open source software per se. Open source represents the means to reduce the 
development costs of digital infrastructure. Accordingly large IT firm employees 
never discuss employees being paid for their contributions to open source projects. 
Such payments do not deserve mention, being offset by large IT firms’ profitable 
data-storage and processing activities. In contrast, small IT firm employees, whose 
employers’ activity is mainly centered on the production of open source software and 
services, frequently evoke how difficult it is to find sustainable sources of revenue. 
Several business models are mentioned, from Open Core, to services, to dual licens-
ing; charging users remains a key challenge. This issue takes on added urgency as 
cloud computing service models such as Software as a Service (SaaS) facilitate the 
appropriation of open source code by third parties such as Amazon, denying revenue 
from firms which produce open source.9 The sustainability of open source and the 
survival of its ecosystem are a persistent theme in the small IT firm employee dis-
course on business models, leading to calls for “resistance” to the hegemony of a 
handful of large IT firms. The issue of software developer payment is explicitly 
raised within small IT firm employee discourses. These firms work with projects 
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whose survival depends on paying core software developers, after which a commu-
nity of volunteer developers augments this work.

Digital infrastructure. Digital infrastructure-related second-order themes are technical 
versus political understandings of the data market, centralization and neutrality versus 
decentralization and independence, and the professionalization of open source. Small 
and large IT firm employees advance sharply divergent positions in respect to the data 
market: large IT firm employees advocate for the centralized control of data; small IT 
firm employees and non-profit foundation spokespersons critique centralization. For 
large IT firm employees and consortia foundation spokespersons, the key aim is to 
develop technically neutral infrastructure. In this discourse, “foundations” are open, 
agnostic cocoons where the rules governing collaboration between IT end-users and sup-
pliers can be elaborated; they help to create open technical standards and foster innova-
tion and growth by pooling the costs of developing underlying infrastructure; their 
actions will enhance the confidence of large user firms in open source projects. Frequent 
references are also made to concepts connected to the professionalization theme, which 
aim to boost commercial users’ acceptance of open source technologies. These concepts 
encompass improvements in software performance, quality, and safety (requiring better 
documentation), as well as the importance for projects of respecting ethical standards—
for example, diversity when it comes to recruiting and managing a volunteer workforce. 
Tellingly, the question of data and of its market value was wholly absent from the dis-
courses of large IT firm employees.

Conversely, the political economy of the data market was addressed by some small IT 
firms employees and non-profit foundations spokespersons, with the concept of “data 
capitalism” frequently mentioned. This critical discourse questions the hegemonic and 
monopolistic management of data on centralized infrastructure controlled by large IT 
firms. Ethical issues for small IT firm and non-profit foundation employees include 
equality of access, data protection, the sustainability of open source, and democratic 
control: technology must be efficient, but it must serve independence. Data must not be 
controlled exclusively by “Big Tech” firms so there must be interoperability between 
platforms, servers, languages, and clients (e.g. only representatives of entities such as the 
Mozilla Foundation discuss the Web in terms of technological interoperability and access 
to content). In this discourse, non-profit foundations play a key role: they protect pro-
jects, and prevent large firms from imposing models that will reinforce their dominant 
position in the data market. This critical discourse is often accompanied by support for 
decentralized or federated alternatives, implemented in FLOSS products such as Matrix, 
Mastodon, or Nextcloud,10 and promoted by activist collectives such as Framasoft, 
Riseup, and CHATONS.11

The firm-community relationship. A project is an initiative to collaboratively develop a 
software solution, which may originate with volunteers, a foundation, or be sponsored by 
a firm. Projects usually have membership and governance rules. A community is an infor-
mal group of developers that share the project’s goals and values and hence support it. 
Our analysis revealed striking differences in the way firm and foundation employees 
consider relationships between firms and communities. Second-order themes in this 
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dimension are: diversity and breadth of the community, community management, licens-
ing, and values. For large IT firm/consortia foundation employees, “project” and “com-
munity” have equivalent meanings. The firm-community relationship is mutually 
beneficial: there is a single “open source community,” which firms are naturally part of. 
Non-firm contributors are employees of competitors and volunteers: these cooperative 
relationships need to be managed. “Community management” means ensuring profes-
sional best practice is observed, so behavioral guidelines, clear internal project govern-
ance, and mentoring are important. In the context of obtaining internal firm buy-in for 
open source involvement, there are frequent mentions of the creation of Open Source 
Program Offices (OSPOs) within firms: OSPOs advocate for open source solutions and 
familiarize firm employees with open source culture, for example, by convincing manag-
ers to let their team members work on open source projects, or by sending top firm con-
tributors to open source conferences. Open source values and licenses are not central 
themes in large IT firm employee discourses. Issues of cost and remuneration associated 
with managing the community are also absent.

In direct contrast, for small IT firm and non-profit foundation employees, “project” 
and “community” are clearly distinguished. Presenters do not refer to “the community,” 
but rather to distinct communities associated to specific projects, which are differentiated 
by their values. If the values conveyed by a project grow apart from those of its com-
munity, these communities can dissolve, or migrate to another project. Small IT firm 
employees raise the question of how meeting the costs of development (e.g. paying core 
developers) can be articulated with community values, and with a compatible license. 
Small IT firm/non-profit foundation employee community management discourses are 
much less characterized by definitions of “best practice” than by the need to respect 
“open source principles.” In addition, the understanding that these employees have of a 
community is less extensive than that of their large IT firm counterparts: community 
members only include developers, not contributors in charge of non-coding activities. 
Given documentation work and other tasks seen as less technical in FLOSS are more 
likely to be performed by women (Nafus, 2012; Terrell et al., 2017), this restrictive 
understanding of who “belongs” in projects may reflect the sexism which has long per-
meated FLOSS, stemming from these project’s patriarchal roots (see Couture, 2021; 
O’Neil et al., 2021a).12

Discussion

A contested open source institution

We found clear differences in the attendance (RQ1) and types of discourses pro-
duced in our three collection sites (RQ2): a number of issues were addressed in all 
three events (e.g. compliance, security, governance, infrastructure, languages, com-
munity), but some conferences featured little discourse about privacy issues in data 
processing (OSSE19), or diversity management (POSS19). Firm and foundation 
employee discourses at OSSE19 were not critical of large IT firms, whereas at 
POSS19 and FOSDEM19 critiques emanated from small IT firms and non-profit 
foundation employees. Some critiques were couched in economic terms, for example 
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“Big Tech” domination prevents small IT firms from maintaining a sustainable 
business model. Others were political, such as the rejection of capitalism, or of 
specific aspects of capitalism, for example surveillance or the monopolistic exploi-
tation of personal data.

Our quantitative analysis of the discourses produced by IT firm and foundation 
employees during open source conferences identified lexical clusters of keywords, which 
aggregate into a coherent organizational rhetoric opposing two distinct positions; this 
opposition was confirmed by our qualitative analysis (RQ3). Large IT firm employee 
discourses challenge the open source institution from the inside, whereas small IT firm 
employees attempt to preserve it. Lawrence and Suddaby (2006) defined these types of 
institutional work as “disruption-oriented” and “maintenance-oriented.” In the present 
case, institutional work stems from the position of firms in the data market. Large IT 
firms’ accumulation and circulation of proprietary data contradict the open source ethos 
of sharing and transparency. However, these business goals, which underpin the dis-
courses of large IT firm employees, are never explicitly mentioned. “Quantified Self” 
(self-tracking) platforms’ deliberate use of obfuscation and ambiguity when it comes to 
the intermingling of community and commercial values has been identified as the means 
to allay the concerns of users and contributors (Barta and Neff, 2016). Similarly for the 
“Big IT” employees in our study, data appear to be a taboo topic. We now explore firm 
and foundation employees’ rhetorical strategies (RQ4).

Subversion rhetorical strategies: cheezification, neutralization, and 
inversion

How can common resources be preyed upon without raising the open source communi-
ty’s ire? Therein lies the import of large firms “institutional work” which seeks to change 
the open source institution, via the strategic use of rhetoric. We identify three subversion 
rhetorical strategies aiming to undermine or “disrupt” (Lawrence and Suddaby, 2006) 
this institution. The first, “cheezification” (after the French “ringardisation”) appears 
when progressively, conference after conference, the community’s values are redefined, 
so that caring about open source values begins to appear somewhat quaint, almost ridicu-
lous—an unhip relic of a bygone era.

To create common meanings and identities, large IT firm employees also employ a 
“neutralization technique” (Meyer and Höllerer, 2010). They use discourses that are 
technical, practical, and goal-oriented, rather than normative, so they do not challenge 
fundamental open source principles head-on. Instead, they tend to downplay the impor-
tance of licensing—suggesting it is much more important to produce useful and robust 
code—or continually advocate for the establishment of common platforms and stand-
ards. This use of technical or managerial efficiency discourses accords with organiza-
tional literature examinations of professionalization in non-profit organizations (Hwang 
and Powell, 2009).

Finally, the use of “openness” itself constitutes a discursive device. Lund and 
Zukerfeld (2020) argue that for-profit firms extolling the benefits of collaboration con-
stitutes a new “openness ideology.” Zuboff (2019) noted surveillance capitalism’s 
Orwellian use of positive terms such as “community,” “collaboration,” and “openness” 
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to describe an inverted reality. The notion that terms such as “openness” can be used in 
multiple ways, some of which are contradictory, resonates with Schlagwein et al.’s 
(2017) examination of the multifaceted nature of “openness”: they describe how the 
modalities of a project’s openness can evolve over time, depending on the strategy and 
business model of the organizations which support it; this evolution affects the support 
of contributors, and the community’s very existence. The necessity for firms of always 
portraying projects as “open” is borne out by our analysis of the discourses produced by 
employees of large IT firms and of the consortia foundations which represent their inter-
ests: they emphasize the existence of a single “open source community,” harmonious and 
free of conflict.

Preservation rhetorical strategies: maintaining the open source institution

A mirror image is provided by some small IT firm employees and non-profit foundation 
spokespersons’ discourses, which portray a diversity of open source communities and 
projects, and a specific business model: open source code-related services are a direct 
source of revenue, since these firms do not rely on data capture and analysis (for large IT 
firms open source code is an instrument of data capture and analysis which is not intrinsi-
cally profitable). Small IT firms and non-profit foundation employees therefore adopt 
preservation strategies, with discourses aiming to “maintain” the open source institution. 
They focus on normative aspects such as respecting open source principles of sharing, 
openness, and transparency. They also champion technological alternatives. While large 
IT firms pursue digital infrastructural hegemony, smaller firms and non-profit founda-
tions advance alternative decentralized infrastructural solutions proposed by diverse 
actors with strong ethical values. This critical stance should be considered when address-
ing the issue of open source sustainability. Though these smaller IT firms may appear 
puny compared with Microsoft or Google, their economic weight is not insignificant. 
Discounting these players and only focusing on large IT firms could be equivalent to 
ignoring open source players in the 1990s in favor of then-dominant IT firms.

In addition to the analysis of large IT firms’ attempts to subvert open source values 
and practices, our neo-institutional conceptual framework provides insights into the 
institutional evolution of FLOSS over time. After proprietary software companies failed 
to deny the legitimacy of the emergent ideas and practices mobilized by FLOSS develop-
ers in the late 1990s, open source practices and organizational models became institu-
tionalized: large IT firms embraced FLOSS practices such as open licenses. This 
represented a shift from an informational capitalism relying on intellectual property to a 
new digital capitalism which integrates “openness” into its business model (Birkinbine, 
2020; Broca, 2013; Lund and Zukerfeld, 2020).

Though our semantic clusters feature the classic opposition between “free software” 
and “open source” licenses (Coris, 2006), this opposition is less meaningful than in the 
past. The reason is that large IT firms have become an essential part of the open source 
industrial ecosystem (O’Neil et al., 2022), thereby enhancing their institutional work 
capacity and impact. The rhetoric of large IT firm employees now questions the legitimacy 
of the debate about whether software licenses, the cornerstone of the protection of digital 
commons, are more or less “open”: this debate is depicted as obsolete. This profoundly 
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transformative rhetoric must be understood within the context of the emergence of cloud-
based technical models such as SaaS which invalidate FLOSS’s foundational “four free-
doms” to run, study, copy, and modify software, guaranteed by “copyleft” licenses such 
as the GPL;13 of large IT firms’ new business objectives, which are no longer centered on 
the distribution of software, but on the exploitation of user data by developing infrastruc-
ture to collect, store and sell data (as well as to train AI systems); and of a range of related 
“predatory” corporate practices.14

Conclusion

This article contributes to the understanding of how IT firms communicate with a work-
force comprising non-employees. It also shows that the struggle over the legitimate defi-
nition of the open source institution is far from over. Indeed, the current predatory 
appropriation of common-pool resources by large IT firms imbues this struggle with an 
existential quality. Our combination of discourse and semantic analyses has allowed us 
to demonstrate the existence of links between different open source conferences, catego-
ries of employers of presenters, and the discursive resources mobilized by employees. 
This brings to mind research into both social movements and institutions, which adds 
political contestation to the institutional change toolkit (Schneiberg and Lounsbury, 
2008). Adopting a neo-institutional approach enabled us to analyze the ongoing process 
of transforming and contesting the values and practices associated with the open source 
institution, through the mobilization of cultural beliefs and discourses.

Our study highlighted two distinct types of institutional work: large IT firm employ-
ees favor technical and managerial discourses, while smaller firm employees use norma-
tive or values-based discourses. This is particularly evident when it comes to the role of 
foundations. For one side, consortia foundations provide an indispensable space and 
governance mechanism which facilitates inter-firm collaboration; for the other, non-
profit foundations are the protectors of communal open source values. In general terms, 
large IT firm employee discourses have interlocked aims, centered around the attempt to 
legitimize new values—for example, equating open source development to a purely 
managerial process which needs to be refined. This effectively gets rid of the founda-
tional notion that open source development has legal, moral, and political dimensions. 
Related aims might include enrolling new allies such as small firms or seeking to prevent 
the defection of historical actors.

Computational analyses of flows of firm employee contributions on GitHub open 
source code repositories focus on large IT firms (see O’Neil et al., 2022; Riehle et al., 
2014). Our analysis complements these studies by providing a broader overview, which 
includes small IT firms’ and non-profit foundations’ definition of the open source institu-
tion, which is critical of large IT firms’ business analytics. Furthermore, our comparison 
of large-scale data and more detailed qualitative analysis generated interesting findings. 
In contrast to our quantitative analysis, our qualitative analysis found that “data” were 
absent from large IT firm employee discourses. This can be explained by the fact that 
these employees’ references to “data” took place in technical sessions, which we did not 
attend; its regulatory dimensions were seldom discussed. This shows that the creation of 
the new data market does not only occur through the production of discourse, but also 
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through its removal: “data” were never mentioned in a regulatory context to avoid draw-
ing attention to the fact that changes in values and practices are needed to take control of 
this market. Since large IT firm employees strive to present their firms as members of the 
wider open source “community,” they cannot acknowledge how their employers intend 
to use this software during open source conferences.
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Notes

 1. https://www.ibm.com/opensource/story/.
 2. In 2018 Microsoft acquired the GitHub open source development platform for $7.5 billion 

and joined the Open Innovation Network, a “defensive patent pool and community of patent 
non-aggression” aiming to protect Linux, signifying that the firm has renounced extracting 
value from violations of their patents that may occur in open source products (see https://
www.openinventionnetwork.com/).

 3. https://archive.fosdem.org/2019/.
 4. https://events19.linuxfoundation.org/events/open-source-summit-europe-2019/.
 5. https://www.ow2.org/view/Events/Paris_Open_Source_Summit_2019.
 6. At the Paris Open Source Summit 2019 major sponsors were Inria, AlterWay, Smile, 

Microsoft, and Red Hat. The Open Source Summit Europe also had large IT firm sponsor-
ship, either directly (Intel, Google, IBM/Red Hat), or through the Linux Foundation, itself 
funded by Microsoft, Meta, Google, Intel, Huawei, and Tencent. At FOSDEM, large IT firms 
(Google, Red Hat, AWS) provided limited sponsorship, as this event also drew on T-shirt 
sales, donations, and the free use of facilities granted by the Université Libre de Bruxelles. 
In our view sponsors influence discourses indirectly, by impacting who attends and speak at 
conferences (e.g. student FLOSS activists are more likely to attend and speak at FOSDEM 
than at the OSSE).

 7. For example, societe.com, unternehmensregister.de, tecfindr.com, craft.co, droitbelge.be/
infos-entreprises.asp, kbopub.economie.fgov.be, e-justice.europa.eu/content_find_a_com-
pany-489-en.do, globaldatabase.com, owler.com, and ebr.lv/en/company-search.

 8. The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) regulates data protection and privacy in the 
European Union (EU), as well as the transfer of personal data outside the EU.

 9. In a SaaS mode, a software program is never downloaded and executed onto the customers’ 
machine, but executed remotely on the provider’s hardware. A subscription to a service is 
bought, rather than a user licensing agreement being accepted. This creates a SaaS “loophole” 
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in the FLOSS principle, effectively negating the reciprocity obligation of copyleft licenses 
such as the GPL, as the service provider is no longer obliged to offer access to the code.

10. See https://matrix.org/; https://joinmastodon.org/; https://nextcloud.com/.
11. See https://framasoft.org/en/; https://riseup.net/; https://chatons.org/en/.
12. That might be why firms, which are more diverse, and more familiar with diversity policies, 

promote diversity in open source projects. Speakers presenting about open source govern-
ance, on one hand, and about diversity and inclusion in projects, on the other, are not identi-
cal, and the latter tend to oppose the former, as shown in Figure 2: diversity policies operate 
both as a source of conflict within firms, and as a corporate attribute injected into projects.

13. See Note 9.
14. For example, Google, Amazon, Meta, Apple, and Microsoft (aka “GAMAM”) establish sci-

entific collaborations with research institutions while seldom sharing intellectual property: 
78.3% of Microsoft’s 17,405 scientific publications between 2014 and 2019 were co-authored 
with university researchers; during the same period Microsoft applied and was granted 76,109 
patents, 0.2% of which were co-owned (Rikap and Lundvall, 2022). Firms such as Google 
and Meta also routinely use offers of R&D support to emerging developers or start-ups to gain 
knowledge of their inventions, then break off ties and launch similar innovations (Vasudevan, 
2023).
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